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From the editor
At an all-staff Zoom meeting in June, Katie
Klingsporn, our managing editor, shared
a perspective that reframed my thinking
about WyoFile’s 2020. I’d called the crew
together because the wear-and-tear was
starting to show and I was worried about
everyone’s well-being. We commiserated
about the challenges of social isolation;
acknowledged the psycho-emotional toll of
long hours reporting on tragedy and social
unrest; and bemoaned the gut-wrenching
news of fellow journalists losing jobs, just
when their work was needed most.

The real source of
our gratitude is the
opportunity to do
meaningful work and
to be of service.
Then Katie turned our conversation on its
head. “What we’re doing is really, really
hard,” she said. “But, I’m so grateful that
we get to do it.” She was right, of course,
and in more ways than one. Despite the
awfulness of 2020, WyoFile has much to
be thankful for.

In 2020, as newsrooms nationwide made
devastating cuts, this community put its
faith in WyoFile, enabling us to grow our
staff by 40%, our reporting output by
45%, our membership ranks by 32% and
our audience by roughly 70%. With your
investment, WyoFile won more national
and regional journalism awards than in
any other year in our history.
As is often the case, though, the numbers only hint at the full story. The real
source of our gratitude is the opportunity
to do meaningful work and to be of service. Amid so much fear, uncertainty and
suffering, it’s an enormous privilege to be
part of the solution — to collect and deliver the facts we all so desperately need.
As a member, your trust, attention and financial investment make that critical work
possible. For that — and so much more —
we are immeasurably grateful.
Thank you!

Matthew Copeland,
chief executive & editor

“I so appreciate your well-researched and thorough articles
about Wyoming. Thank you!”
Barb Deshler, Laramie WY
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The pandemic in Wyoming
In so many ways, the COVID-19 pandemic
was the defining story of 2020. From the
safety of our family and friends to the dire
economic impacts; from our childrens’ education to our personal relationships, the
coronavirus affected every aspect of our
lives.

overviews and human stories — to keep
readers abreast of ever changing circumstances and grounded in the bigger
picture context. Each day we asked ourselves with fresh urgency “what information does our community need?” then we
set about trying to find it.

The pandemic brought myriad new reporting challenges too. In response, WyoFile innovated and adapted. We developed new protocols to continue doing our
jobs safely. We offered new types of stories — hundreds of daily updates, weekly

We do what we do because we believe
access to the facts is critical. In 2020, it
became a matter of life and death. We’re
proud and grateful to have been entrusted with providing it.

Most popular COVID-19 social posts:
• New model predicts Wyo COVID-19 deaths, ICU shortages
• Wyo GOP passes resolution opposing state of emergency
• Policing a pandemic: Wyo law enforcement amid COVID-19

A healthcare worker collects a COVID-19 test
sample from a patient at a “swab station”
at Memorial Hospital of Sweetwater County in
Rock Springs. (Memorial Hospital of Sweetwater
County)

Most popular COVID-19
newsletter stories:
• COVID-19 comes to
Centennial: (and goes… ?)
• COVID-19 daily briefing:
May 1, 2020
• Two who couldn’t get
COVID-19 test: a study in
rationing

A small town with long streets
In 2020, WyoFile had all of Wyoming covered. From Gillette to Green River, from
Cody to Laramie, from Jackson Hole to
Cheyenne, WyoFile was there to capture
the stories that mattered to you, and you
put them to good use.
Our work informed the public debates,
private conversations and collective decisions of the Equality State, contributing to
a civic life centered on the facts. WyoFile

readers responded with outrage and support when an oilfield worker was fired for
saving waterfowl from wastewater ponds;
packed public meetings with arguments
for and against housing a private immigration jail; demanded transparency from
their government as it considered spending more than $1 billion to buy land and
funded dark money campaigns elsewhere;
and wrestled with the hard questions of
how to keep small town economies afloat.

Most Commented Story of 2020:
“Lawmakers push Gordon to fight Biden election win”
by Andrew Graham

79 comments

Distribution of online readers
Top
readership
outside
Wyoming
Colorado
California
Texas
Utah
Illinois

Building capacity
In 2020, WyoFile grew its audience and its
staff. Daniel Kenah joined WyoFile’s staff
as development director in September.
WyoFile is founded on the principle that
journalism must be approached as a public
service — not as a mechanism for advancing personal agendas, advocating partisan ideologies or generating share-holder
returns. Inherent in that idea is the belief
that communities like ours can and will
sustain such an endeavor, just as we do
with other must-have civic institutions like
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Subscibers

the food bank, Red Cross and volunteer
fire department. Dan’s work is focused on
making that concept a reality
At the same time, Sophie Komornicki
joined our staff as the membership manager. Sophie does the critical work of connecting our readers — and our soon-tobe readers — with our reporting and the
diverse community of stakeholders that
makes it possible.

2017		

5,433

2018		

5,625

2019		

6,124

“I spent years in journalism
(broadcast) and have boundless
respect for your enterprise
reporting.”

2020

8,708

Tim White, Cody WY

67% 73% 74%
increase in users
of WyoFile.com
from 2019

increase in visits
to WyoFile.com
from 2019

41

10% 901

Wyoming and regional
newspapers republished
WyoFile stories in 2020,
compared to 40 in 2019

increase in total print
circulation since 2019

increase in stories read
from 2019

WyoFile clips were
printed in newspapers
in 2020, an increase of
29% from 2019

Awards
WyoFile is in business to serve Wyoming,
but it’s nice to be recognized by our colleagues too. In 2020, WyoFile received
more competitive professional journalism

awards than ever before, including national accolades. Our member-funded reporting even went toe-to-toe with that of
big-city newsrooms and came out on top.

Best of the West

SECOND PLACE Growth and Environment Reporting

for the story series “Permit Eyes Tons of Oilfield Pollutants for Boysen, Wind River”
by Angus Thuermer for WyoFile

Judges’ comments: “[Thuermer’s] reporting woke communities up to what was about to happen and
forced a deeper look before the expansion was approved. In the end, thanks largely to Thuermer’s reporting, the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality changed its stance. This was a news outlet
serving as the watchful eyes and ears of a community and state.”

19th Annual Awards for Reporting on
the Environment

SECOND PLACE

Kevin Carmody Award for Outstanding Investigative Reporting, Small Newsroom Division
for the story series
“Permit Eyes Tons of Oilfield Pollutants for
Boysen, Wind River”
by Angus Thuermer for WyoFile
Judges’ comments: “Angus M. Thuermer Jr. dug deeply into what might have been a routine state
permit for dumping oilfield waste into protected waters. Thuermer’s stories tracked how regulators’
jargon hid acceptance of flawed industry assurances and the likelihood of degraded water quality. The
stories stirred public opposition, and ultimately EPA criticism forced the state to withdraw the permit.
The series demonstrated the power of challenging assumptions.”

Society of Professional Journalists

TOP OF THE ROCKIES
EXCELLENCE IN
JOURNALISM AWARDS
The Colorado chapter of SPJ recognized 20 WyoFile works in its four-state Top of the Rockies
contest among newspapers and outlets with circulations less than 10,000

By the numbers
2020 marked WyoFile’s first year of partnership with the American Journalism
Project, an organization dedicated to restoring independent local press. This partnership enabled WyoFile to grow its team
and bolster its fitness. Even more impor-

tantly, WyoFile readers stepped up to provide more support for home-grown reporting than ever before. In 2020, members
contributed almost $90,000 more than in
2019, allowing us to invest in more of the
news you count on.

2020 Total Income

$779,439.79
2020 Total Expenses

$498,833.37
“You are providing a necessary service to the people of
Wyoming and it is appreciated.”
Jake Anfinson, Laramie WY

Member
contributions
2017

$224,066.79

2018

$238,144.58

2019

$262,359.22

2020 $348,129.02

Our members
WyoFile members value independent,
nonpartisan local journalism, recognize
its role in building and sustaining healthy
communities and understand that it’s only
possible with their financial support. Member support is the foundation on which

WyoFile operates. It provides not only essential funding and — through recurring
membership donations — the financial
certainty we need to plan for the future,
but also the public mandate that underpins our work.

Members Year-over-year			

2017 2018 2019 2020

Fact checker

$1 to $99

254

396

369

518

Investigator

$100 to $499

221

293

329

430

Watchdog

$500 to $999

34

31

45

43

Champion
Fact
Checkerof the Free Press

$1,000 to $4,999

25

29

26

35

Protector of the Free Press

$5,000 to $9,999

5

6

12

4

4

5

5

7

543

760

Guarantor of the Free Press

$10,000+

Total Membership			

789 1,037

“I am giving what I can because
you provide a service I need.”

“Best Wyoming news
source I know of.”

Sherri H., Worland WY

Lynne Huskinson, Gillette WY

“We want the truth; you do a good job laying out the
complexity & magnitude of the issues, thanks!”
Evelyn Hill, Laramie WY

Publisher’s Circle
Some members support WyoFile with
more substantial contributions. Their contributions enable WyoFile to invest in expanded coverage and tell more of the stories that must be heard. In these times of
diminishing local coverage and emptying
Guarantor of the Free Press

Pete and Jean Jorgensen
Paul Klingenstein and Kathleen
Bole
Patrick Larvie

Protector of the Free Press

Larry and Jan Birenbaum
Eugenie Copp and Ken Overfield

Champion of the Free Press

Joe Albright and Marcia Kunstel
Amy Andersen and Tim Wilson
Brent Blue
Andrew and Nancy Carson
Jessica Case
Story Clark and Bill Resor
Joel and Anne Ehrenkranz
David and Becky Evans
Jack and Donna Glode
Ralph and Louise Haberfeld
David and Linda Kathka
Robert Keith and Marisa Bueno
Lee and Roger Kintzel

newsrooms, Publisher’s Circle contributors
are bulwarks against misinformation, disinformation and propaganda. Their investments help ensure that facts are revealed
and available, free of charge, for everyone
who wishes to participate in civic life.

Susan Lasher and Chris Pfister
Kent Nelson
Yves Desgouttes and Margot
Snowdon

Charlie Thomson and Nancy
Leon

Michael Sellett

Anne and Bruce Ladd
Kenneth Lay
Paul Lowham
Brad and Katherine Mead
Anne Pendergast
Curt and Patti Rausch
Chuck Resor and Patricia Huta
Jim Roscoe and Sons
Gary Scott and Mary Keating-Scott
Shane and JoAnn Skeim-True
Family
James Speyer

Bill and Gloria Stuble
Tory and Meredith Taylor
Rone Tempest
Edwin Thomas
Jennifer and Charles Wilson
Charles Woodman and Melody
Lin

Institutional supporters
American Journalism Project
George B. Storer Foundation
Old Bill’s Fun Run
Paycheck Protection Program
Facebook
Blue Ridge Fund of Wyoming
California Community Foundation
The Lorraine G Bonney Living
Trust
Community Foundation of Jackson Hole
Capt Bob Fund
MacArthur Foundation
Nelson Family Foundation
Google
Knobloch Family Foundation

Panoram Foundation
Solutions Journalism Network
Wyoming Cultural Trust Fund
Blue Foundation LLC
Carolyn Foundation
Ehrenkranz Family Foundation
Patagonia.com
STS Foundation
Wyoming Community Foundation
AJH-BEH TRUST
JWJ Family Foundation
Wyoming Humanities Council Inc
Thursday Round Table Fund
The Align Team
Equality State Policy Center
Battelle

Betty B. Baril Fund
Foundation for the Episcopal Diocese of Wyoming
AmazonSmile
Housel Law Firm LLC

Support WyoFile
Donate
You need the news. And now, more than ever, the
news needs you.
WyoFile’s mission is to inform and engage the
people of Wyoming through in-depth reporting in
the public interest. Our work is predicated upon
our duty to present unbiased, fact-based news
to our community, and that mission is only possible with support from donors like you. Learn
how you can help support local journalism in your
community and state by contacting WyoFile at
donate@wyofile.com.

“Independent
news reporting
is important
and should be
supported.”
Roger Sanders,
Sheridan WY

“Journalism with integrity is of paramount importance.”
Sarah Mentock, Sheridan WY

Underwrite WyoFile
Give back to your community and help your business reach our growing audience of
tens of thousands of civic-minded readers across Wyoming and beyond. WyoFile readers value a strong, healthy Wyoming and your community does too. Reach established
leaders that are invested in the future of Wyoming. WyoFile readers span the state and
its industries — from ranchers and roughnecks to politicians, professors and petroleum
engineers.
Contact WyoFile at underwriting@wyofile.com to learn more.

Donor disclosure:
WyoFile is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization that depends upon donor and foundation support to provide in-depth reporting about the people, places and policy of Wyoming. We are committed to transparency in the funding of our organization. In accordance with our standards of journalistic independence, and guidelines maintained by the Institute for Nonprofit News, WyoFile discloses all funding
sources contributing a total of $5,000 or more per year. WyoFile’s editorial direction, decisions and
oversight are in no way influenced by funding sources.
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“WyoFile provides informative
articles often challenging the
status quo, critical to Wyoming’s
future.”
Rollin and Carolyn Abernethy,
Laramie WY

“Wyoming desperately needs local, independent news.”
Marilyn Kite, Laramie WY

WyoFile
People, places, policy

